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Introduction 

 

At the outset, on behalf of IOSCO, let me extend my sincere and warm congratulations to 

the SMV in achieving this 50th anniversary milestone.  The Peruvian markets have come 

very far during this period and the SMV has much to be proud of.  As an important member 

of IOSCO, I thought I would offer a few thoughts about the work we do internationally to 

provide a global context. 

 

IOSCO, which stands for the International Organization of Securities Commissions, is the 

leading international policy forum for securities regulators and is recognized as the global 

standard setter for securities regulation. The organization's membership regulates more 

than 95% of the world's securities markets in more than 130 jurisdictions and it continues 

to expand.  Through its permanent structures, IOSCO aims to accomplish three goals: 

  

1. to cooperate in developing, implementing and promoting internationally 
recognized and consistent standards of regulation, oversight and enforcement in 
order to protect investors, maintain fair, efficient and transparent markets, and 
seek to address systemic risks;  

2. to enhance investor protection and promote investor confidence in the integrity 
of securities markets, through strengthened information exchange and 
cooperation in enforcement against misconduct and in supervision of markets and 
market intermediaries; and  

3. to exchange information at both global and regional levels on their respective 
experiences in order to assist the development of markets, strengthen market 
infrastructure and implement appropriate regulation.   

 

What role has IOSCO played in recent years and what have been its main 

achievements? In this context, how have IOSCO members been making progress in 

subscribing the EMMoU? 

 

Since the financial crisis of 2008, IOSCO has played a larger and larger role in setting global 

standards on key topics such as: 

 

 issuing policy recommendations on money market funds, 

 issuing recommendations for securitization regulation,   

 establishing a code of conduct for credit rating agencies,  

 issuing principles for benchmarks,  



 working with colleagues from the Committee on Payments and Market 
Infrastructure to set forth Principles for Financial Market Infrastructures, 

 issuing recommendations for liquidity risk management for investment funds, and 

 devising a structure to analyze leverage in investment funds.     
 

These various policy pronouncements factor into many domestic regulatory regimes and 

serve as a benchmark for sound capital markets regulation.  

 

Perhaps, however, one of the most crucial achievements of IOSCO has been the 

development and use of its Multilateral Memorandum of Understanding (MMoU) that has 

now been signed by more than 120 members which governs the sharing of cross border 

information in the context of enforcement cases.  The MMoU has been in effect since 2002 

and in the last few years, IOSCO has developed what it calls the Enhanced Multilateral 

Memorandum of Understanding (EMMoU) which provides regulators with even more 

powers to share information.  In some cases, members need to make legislative or 

administrative changes to their regulatory regimes to be eligible to sign the EMMoU and 

we expect the list of members to grow in the coming months and years.  

 

The good news in this respect is that SMV Peru became a signatory  to the EMMoU in 

November 2020.   

 
What powers and faculties must a regulator have in order to fully comply with its 

mandate? 

 
An important cornerstone of IOSCO membership is the adherence to the IOSCO 
Objectives and Principles of Securities Regulation which sets out 38 Principles of securities 
regulation and which are based upon three IOSCO Objectives of securities regulation of: 
 

 Protecting investors; 

 Ensuring that markets are fair, efficient and transparent; and 

 Reducing systemic risk. 
  
These Objectives and Principles set forth ten categories of principles that make up a robust 

regulatory framework.  These categories are:  

 

1. Principles Relating to the Regulator  
2. Principles for Self-Regulation  
3. Principles for the Enforcement of Securities Regulation  
4. Principles for Cooperation in Regulation 
5. Principles for Issuers  
6. Principles for Auditors, Credit Rating Agencies, and other information providers  
7. Principles for Collective Investment Schemes  
8. Principles for Market Intermediaries  
9. Principles for Secondary and Other Markets 



10. Principles Relating to Clearing and Settlement  
 

However, it might be worth noting that out of all these standards, the adherence to the 

IOSCO MMoU on consultation, cooperation and the exchange of information is 

compulsory. The MMoU sets an international benchmark for cross-border co-operation 

and it has provided securities regulators with the tools for combating cross-border fraud 

and misconduct that can weaken global markets and undermine investor confidence. SMV 

Peru signed the MMoU in 2012 and was one of the first securities regulators to initially 

commit to do so. 

 

How should securities market regulators face the challenge of strengthening 

investor protection without eroding dynamism on the market or its participants? 

 

Investor protection is a vital component of any sound regulatory regime.  At the same 

time, many IOSCO members, including the SMV, also have a mandate to develop the 

capital markets.  Finding the right balance between these two important mandates is often 

a challenging task.   One way to do this lies in ensuring that the right regulatory regime is 

in place that focuses on appropriate risk taking without sacrificing investor rights.  

Specifically, this would include such things as: 

 

 ensuring that an adequate product and investment disclosure regime exists that 
addresses risks and benefits – in a balanced way -- to help investors make sound 
investment choices; 

 ensuring that there are appropriate investor education materials to help investors 
understand key investment terms and approaches and that investing involves 
risks; 

 ensuring that there are adequate supervisory, regulatory and enforcement regimes 
in place to  provide sufficient guidance to market participants as to what is 
acceptable behavior and to provide some assurance to investors that there is 
recourse if and when difficulties arise. 

 ensuring that there are proper accounting and auditing standards in place to guide 
disclosure documents and provide investors with necessary information they need 
to make sound investment decisions. 

 ensuring there are appropriate solvency, tax and dispute resolutions in place to 
help address the inevitable challenges that will arise in any capital market.  

        

What do you consider should be the relationship of a regulator with the 

participants of the securities market and what channels do you consider the most 

appropriate to promote continuous dialogue in jurisdictions that require the 

development of their capital markets? 

 

I have long held the view that capital markets regulation must be informed, but not 

controlled by the industry.  That is, regulators are well served by listening to the concerns 



of market participants to help fashion smart and meaningful regulation. At the same time, 

it is vital that regulators are not captured by the industry’s point of view.  Thus, while it is 

important for regulators to take these views into account, they must make their own 

independent decisions on what is best for their markets in light of their overarching 

mandate of investor protection. 

 

As a practical matter, there are numerous ways that regulators can take industry input into 

account in its policy making.  These range from such things as:  

 

 issuing proposed new regulations for public comment for a period of time; 

 holding public roundtable discussions when considering new approaches or 
regulations; 

 creating advisory committees to assist the regulator in analyzing a particular 
problem or set of problems.  

 

Each of these (and others) have their advantages and, in my experience, they can be used 

individually or in combination. 

 

At IOSCO, we follow this general approach in that we have formed an Affiliate Members 

Consultative Committee which is comprised of regulatory SROs, exchanges, market 

infrastructures and trade associations.  This diverse mixture of viewpoints adds a richness 

to IOSCO’s work and helps to ensure that we have taken into account as many points of 

view as possible in our policy work.    

 

From IOSCO's perspective, what will be the main challenges that regulators of the 

securities markets will have to face in the coming years, and how has this vision 

been affected by the COVID 19 pandemic? 

 

Markets are very dynamic and continue to develop at a rapid pace.  We have seen this in 

many aspects of the markets including the development and distribution of new products, 

the increasing importance of emerging markets and increased attention securities 

regulators are paying to systemic risk issues.  These are all vital areas that we need to 

continue to pay attention to, but for me, I see two important and growing challenges in 

the coming months and years.   

 

First, how are regulators going to address the growing importance and use of technology 

in the oversight and provision of financial services as markets become more and more 

automated? These innovations include such things as the use of artificial intelligence and 

machine learning, the increased use of crypto assets, the use of distributed ledger 

technology, the rise of robo-advice, the use of machine-readable rulebooks, the rise of 

“supervisory and regulatory” technology and increasing use of innovation hubs, incubators 



and accelerators.  Each of these presents an important set of questions that we will need 

to address in the near term.  

 

Second, I see securities regulators becoming more and more focused on the role that 

capital markets play in addressing financial stability risks.  Today, banks and markets are 

more interconnected than ever before and it is no longer possible for securities regulators 

to cede discussions about financial stability to prudential regulators.  Credit flows between 

markets and banks need the expertise of both sets of regulators to help ensure a robust 

response to the benefit of the real economy.     

 

When it comes to COVID-19, to me, the two themes above become even more important.  

Indeed, with the implementation of various working remotely regimes across the global, 

we have seen more than ever the need for robust technology solutions to help both 

regulators and markets perform their respective roles.  This includes efforts to keep 

markets open and functioning to ensuring that appropriate supervisory practices are 

followed.  Technology has helped a great deal in guiding us through the pandemic.  

Similarly, COVID-19 has also demonstrated the interconnectedness of markets and banks 

and the need for both types of overseers to work together in a time of crisis. COVID-19 

was not a financial market crisis, but one of the real economy that came from an exogenous 

shock and thus demonstrated how we need a collective response to ensure an orderly 

functioning of credit to the real economy.  

  

What role does the adoption of best corporate sustainability practices (ESG) by the 

different market participants play, specially taking into consideration the current 

global situation? 

 

Issues around ESG are becoming more and more important in virtually all aspects of life, 

including in the financial markets.  We have seen numerous initiatives from individual 

jurisdictions by governments and individual market participants as well as regional efforts.  

At the IOSCO level, we have two important initiatives on this topic and COVID-19 

demonstrates the importance of these efforts.   

 

First, in mid-2019, our Growth and Emerging Markets Committee (GEMC) issued a well-

received report that sets forth recommendations related to the development of sustainable 

finance in emerging markets and the role of securities regulators in this area.  The 

recommendations fall into several categories: (1) Integration by issuers and regulated 

entities of ESG-specific issues in their overall risk assessment and governance 

(Recommendation 1);  (2) Integration by the institutional investors of ESG-specific issues 

into their investment analysis, strategies and overall governance (Recommendation 2); (3) 

ESG-specific disclosures, reporting and data quality (Recommendation 3); (4) Definition 

and taxonomy of sustainable instruments (Recommendation 4); (5) Specific requirements 

regarding sustainable instruments (Recommendations 5 to 9); and (6) Building capacity 



and expertise for ESG issues (Recommendation 10).  As a next step, the GEMC will consider 

whether guidance is needed to help implement these recommendations. 

 

Second, in April 2020, IOSCO’s Sustainable Finance Network  (SFN) issued a report that 

highlights three recurring themes that involve multiple and diverse sustainability 

frameworks and standards, including sustainability-related disclosure, a lack of common 

definitions of sustainable activities, and greenwashing and other challenges to investor 

protection. The report indicates that many issuers and asset managers operating cross 

border may be subject to different regulatory regimes or participate in multiple regional 

or international third-party initiatives. This wide variety of regulatory regimes and 

initiatives, often with inconsistent objectives and requirements, may prevent stakeholders 

from fully understanding the risks and opportunities that sustainable business activities 

entail. IOSCO established a Task Force that is conducting work in three areas: (1) improve 

sustainability–related disclosures made by issuers and asset managers; (2) work in 

collaboration with other international organizations and regulators to avoid duplicative 

efforts and to enhance coordination of relevant regulatory and supervisory approaches; 

and (3) prepare case studies and analyses of transparency, investor protection and other 

relevant issues within sustainable finance to illustrate the practical implications of its 

work. 

 

Regarding the use of technology and innovation in the infrastructure of the 

securities markets, what role will regulators play in the coming years? What do you 

consider to be the main tools based on technology and innovations that 

will contribute to the development of the securities markets in the coming years? 

And, what alternatives are being analyzed by IOSCO and regulators to minimize 

the risks associated with the widespread use of technology solutions and trading 

venues in the securities markets? 

 

Innovation has always been a hallmark of financial markets and regulation.  We see 

markets, and regulation/supervision becoming more and more automated which has 

many benefits.  For most regulators, I think it is safe to say that they seek to be neutral 

when it comes to technology and innovation so long as neither market integrity, nor 

investor protection is adversely impacted.  In this way, regulators are not in the position 

of picking winners and losers when it comes to technology and innovation.  In this area, 

at IOSCO, we have been focusing on two main areas.  First, we developed a Financial 

Technology Network, open to all IOSCO members, to discuss and share information 

related to recent developments in the FinTech area.  Over the last year or so, the FinTech 

Network has produced some interesting analysis on (1) stablecoins and initial coin 

offerings, (2) the use of distributed ledger technology, (3) the growing use of artificial 

intelligence/machine learning in financial markets, (4) the increased use of supervisory 

and regulatory technology and (5) lessons learned from the use of innovation hubs.  

Second, the IOSCO GEMC has decided to undertake further work on the use of innovation 

hubs, particularly as a means of developing the capital markets.  The aim of this work is to 

develop recommendations and guidance to help members analyze how hubs operate and 



the regulatory and supervisory issues that need to be examined and addressed with these 

types of initiatives.     

 

 

It is well known that IOSCO considers financial education as a fundamental pillar 

in the development of securities markets. In this regard, what are the main 

challenges in this area that securities market regulators must address currently? 

And, after 3 years, what is the assessment of the initiative World Investor Week 

promoted by IOSCO? What new challenges will this initiative assume in the current 

situation? 

 

Investor protection is a vital component of IOSCO’s overall mission.  It helps to influence 

virtually all of the work that IOSCO undertakes.  In fact, this issue is so important, that a 

number of years ago, we established a dedicated Board committee that focuses only on 

investor education and investor protection matters.  Over the years, the Committee has 

issued a number of reports that address numerous topics including such things as special 

issues related to senior/ageing investors, the use of behavioral finance in how investors 

make decisions and devising education materials to address emerging issues such as the 

cross border sale of fraudulent products.   

 

I think it is safe to say that one of the key challenges investors face is how well they fully 

understand the various disclosures they receive from product providers and other market 

participants.  This is not a new issue but one that takes on even greater importance in this 

time of great product diversity and investment strategies.  It is incumbent on all of us to 

try and help investors as best we can.  Another challenge that I see is finding ways to help 

investors avoid frauds and other scams.  There are numerous ways market participants 

seek to induce investors to part with their funds.  Helping investors recognize the key signs 

of these scams is an important goal for regulators.   

 

With respect to World Investor Week, we have been quite pleased with the results.  We 

have seen the number of participants grow over the first editions of this program and it is 

a global way to highlight key issues that investors face all across the world.  Many of the 

events have been virtual by nature which  served us well last year in light of COVID-19.  

Members are able to deliver high quality content in this way and investors can benefit 

from members’ insights.  Finally, we have received support from other international 

organizations which has helped to raise the profile of this event.  We look forward to 

developing WIW even further.   

 

What other issues are currently on IOSCO's agenda for the coming years? 

A few years ago, IOSCO substantially revised how it goes about setting its priorities and 

where it spends its time and resources.  In short, each year, IOSCO embarks on a priority 



setting process to confirm that we are addressing current and forward-looking issues.  We 

use what we call a risk outlook process which takes both a top down and bottom up 

approach to identify issues that are then presented to the IOSCO Board for its 

consideration.  At the highest levels, the Board offers its own perspectives on what issues 

IOSCO should address during any particular year.  At the same time, IOSCO has four 

regional committees and 10 standing committees and each of these groups submits issues 

notes for the board to consider as priority matters.  All of that information is put together 

and analyzed by the Committee on Emerging Risks (CER) and put into a Risk Outlook 

report which is then presented to the board for its consideration and decision.  This has 

become a yearly process to be certain that we are aligning IOSCO’s interests with key 

global issues.  As a result of this process, for the immediate future, IOSCO is focused on 

eight key issues:  

 

1. Crypto asset issues; 
2. Artificial intelligence and machine learning; 
3. Market Fragmentation; 
4. Rise of index investing and ETFs;   
5. Digitalization of the markets and retail distribution issues; and 
6. Leveraged loans and collateralized loan obligations. 
7. Financial stability and systemic risks of non-bank financial intermediation 

activities  (NBFI); and 
8.  Risks exacerbated by the COVID-19 pandemic – misconduct risks, fraud, and 

operational resilience 
 

Finally, what reflections could you share on the participation of Superintendencia 

del Mercado de Valores in the IOSCO work? 

 

The SMV is an important Ordinary Member of IOSCO and a key participant in our 

Interamerican Regional Committee (IARC).  It is an important member of our GEMC 

Digitalization Working Group, our FinTech Network and our Sustainable Finance 

Network, and we are quite proud to have such an important organization as part of 

IOSCO.  We are proud that the SMV pays particular attention to investor protection and 

capacity building and is an enthusiastic contributor to our annual World Investor Week.  

 

In the past, SMV has held leadership positions in IARC and has been a member of the 

IOSCO Board.   Very importantly, we are grateful to the SMV for hosting IOSCO’s Annual 

Conference in 2016.  It was an extraordinary event made possible by the commitment of 

the leadership and staff of the SMV.  We look forward to the SMV’s continued and active 

participation in IOSCO. We wish the organization continued success and look forward to 

another productive 50 years.  

 

July 02, 2020 


